Literature on the topological properties of folded proteins that has emerged as a field in its own right in the past decade is reviewed. Physics-based construction of coarse-grained models of proteins from knowledge of all-atom coordinates of the average structure is discussed. Once network is thus obtained with the node and link information, local motifs provide plethora of information on protein function. The hierarchical structure of the proteins manifested in the interrelations of local motifs is emphasized. Motifs are also related to modularity of the structure, and they quantify shifts in the landscapes upon conformational changes induced by, e.g. ligand binding. Redundancy emerges as a balance between local and global network descriptors and is related to the collectivity of the protein motions. Introducing weight on links followed by sequential removal of least cohesive contacts allows interactions in proteins to be represented as the superposition of essential and redundant sets. Lack of the former makes the network non-functional, while the latter ensures robust functioning under a wide range of perturbation scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
The extent of designability of conformations of proteins is intimately linked to their topology [1] . Topology of folded proteins is deduced from three-dimensional all-atom structures, expressing them as a reduced set of nodes interacting via links. Network construction allows knowledge from diverse fields to be applied to the study of protein structure-dynamics-function. Graph theory provides descriptors for measuring local and global structural features [2] [3] [4] . Statistical mechanical connection relates network properties to experimentally determined fluctuation patterns of residues [5] , in turn allowing separation of contributions from fast and slow modes of motion to equilibrium dynamics [6] . Information on theoretic concepts such as hit/ commute times are used to study allosteric communication [7] .
Network view has been applied to specific biological problems, which have led to the identification of key residues in protein-protein interactions [8] , catalytic site predictions [9] and protein-DNA recognition mechanisms [10] . It has also provided a new vision on determining how proteins act as molecular machines carrying out a specific set of functions [11] . Collectivity of the conformational changes has been related to the rigidity of the structure, and rigid domains are identified by the network view [12] . Such modularity appears to be an evolutionary process, and graphical similarity of structures has been found to be a good measure for identifying proteins of matching structure but with marginal sequence identity [13] . Sparse, physically connected sectors with distinct functional roles within single protein domains have been discovered, eliciting heterogeneous organization in proteins whereby many contacts have weak roles in protein function while a fraction of contacts act collectively [14] .
Abundant interactions thus sustain a redundant network structure superposed on an underlying essential subnetwork to guarantee proper functioning [15] . As conformational variability increases, the communication of a signal in a molecule occurs with less strength and over a broader range of values [16] . Distinction between essential and redundant links in a network may only be made by imposing weights on the links between nodes. Not all interactions are continuously present in the fluctuating environment of the protein, nor do they have equal strength. The transfer of information along the residue network (RN) will only occur if the fluctuations in neighboring residues are correlated along a chosen pathway.
In this review, we first discuss homogeneous networks of residues, particularly considerations in their construction, their hierarchical structure as determined by the analysis of local motifs. We then discuss problems addressed by considering weights on links, how the essential and redundant networks may be distinguished and how this information may be utilized to study communication between distal residue pairs so as to elaborate on functionality.
PROTEINS AS HOMOGENEOUS NETWORKS OF INTERACTING RESIDUES Coarse-graining proteins to construct RNs
Coarse-grained representation of the protein structure as a network of interacting units requires the choice of nodes and links between interacting partners. Since this task involves reducing threedimensional information contained in the protein data bank (PDB) [17] structures into essentially a one-dimensional representation, the level of coarsegraining should be made on physics-based choices, and assumptions should be clearly identified. Each amino acid is represented as a single node, centered on its C or C b atom, or the geometric center of the side chain. Interactions between nodes are introduced if the centers of a pair of amino acids are within a preselected cutoff-distance, r C . At this level of coarse-graining, the effect from all atoms of the amino acid is lumped into a single point, so that the correlations between atoms within the residue are averaged out. This is similar in spirit to the choice of a Kuhn segment (blob) in polymer physics [18] . In principle, nodes that are in direct contact should be linked. Thus, r C is selected to connect residue pairs that are within the first coordination shell of each other. As another plausible choice, residues are linked if any pair of atoms is within van der Waals contact [3] . Cutoff-dependent and cutoff-free methods have been assessed in detail for how well they describe residue contacts [19] ; former were found to better describe the neighborhood information and r C < 6.8 Å was shown to introduce a bias toward alpha and beta proteins in methods centered on C and side-chain geometric center, respectively.
In Figure 1A , we display the radial distribution function averaged over PDB structures with a wide range of sizes and types [2, 20] . For C -based coarse graining, the first sharp peak is due to the peptide bond that has partial double bond character, constraining the virtual bond length between consecutive C atoms to 3.9 AE 0.3 Å . As this has only the neighborhood information along the contour of the chain, the first coordination shell is represented by the end point of the second peak, occurring at 6 Å . The alternative of C b -based coarse graining has the advantage of incorporating the directionality of the side chain as well as smoothing out the effect from chain contour. In the latter case, the choice of r C ¼ 6.9 Å is appropriate. We find that the latter choice gives improved predictions, particularly when specificity along the chain is an important factor for the properties studied. Proteins coarse grained at the level of a single point in each residue and whose interacting partners are determined by any choice of r C are named RNs. In Figure 1B , we display a sample protein, represented as an RN.
Network information is stored in the adjacency matrix A whose ijth element is 1 if nodes i and j interact, and zero otherwise. Alternatively, one may store the connectivity information, i.e. number of neighbors of a node, in a diagonal matrix D, whose ith entry is the sum of the neighbors of node i, k i . Kirchhoff matrix, or Laplacian, is the difference ! ¼ D -A. ! contains all the information necessary to characterize RN, its properties having direct physical implications. For instance, a statistical mechanical interpretation establishes that the diagonal entries of ! À1 is proportional to B-factors reported in PDB structures obtained by X-ray methods [5] . Relying on this predictive power of the spectral properties of !, it has been possible to identify key residues by analyzing their contributions to slow and fast modes of motion [6, 21] .
Here, we focus on graph theoretical interpretations of !. For a global classification of the protein structure, average shortest path length, L, is used. The shortest path (of length L ij ) between residues i and j is that subset, amongst all possible paths, requiring the minimum number of steps to connect them. The reachability of a residue by all other nodes, L i ¼ <L ij > quantifies its location. L i is highly correlated with B factors estimated from ! -1 [2] , i.e. those residues with low reachability (high L i ) also display larger fluctuations. These are usually located in the surface loops having relatively low connectivity and therefore high flexibility. Conversely, highly coordinated residues with small fluctuations, such as those located in core regions of the protein, are also easily reachable.
Quantifying local motifs in RNs
In graph theory, local structure is represented by the moments of A. Connectivity k i is its first moment. Because of the hierarchical structure of folded proteins with densely packed hydrophobic cores and looser outer regions, k i is Poisson distributed [2] . However, characterization of packing in proteins is not straightforward [22] and requires additional information on how the neighborhood in a region of given packing is arranged. The latter information is contained in the second moment of A, termed nearest neighbor degree, k nn . Average connectivity of the neighbors of node i, k nn,i , is written in terms of the adjacency matrix.
RNs are assortatively correlated networks in that k nn is an increasing function of k ( Figure 2A ) [23, 24] . Not only is this a manifestation of the hierarchical three-dimensional structure of proteins, but also are the two related by the third moment of A, the clustering coefficient C. C i is defined as the ratio of the number of actual to possible interconnections between neighbors of i, i.e.
It is essentially the probability that the neighbors of a node are also neighbors of each other. C in the core of proteins is ca. one-third and increases up to one-half on the surface [2] . For a Poisson distributed network such as proteins, the relationship between the three moments of A was derived as in [24] 
This relationship, in fact, describes the RN data ( Figure 2A ). Assortatively mixed networks percolate more easily and they are more robust toward vertex [2, 20] between either C or C b node centers. First sharp peak in C curve is due to the peptide bond rendering an absolute position to consecutive C atoms with a 3.9 A ‡ virtual bond length. First coordination shell including all bonded and non-bonded direct contacts therefore ends at 6.0 and 6.9 A ‡, respectively for C and C b cases, marked by the gray and black full circles. removal [25] . In fact, in the fluctuating environment experienced by proteins, robustness is an important issue which manifests itself in the evolved structure of the network of connections.
The intimate relationship between moments of A implies possible higher order structural arrangements. In fact, at the next level of organization, one may track local diamond motifs, where two neighbors of node i which themselves are not interlinked have another common neighbor. In Figure 2B , we display the linear relationship between the number of diamonds and triangles in proteins. A future goal of network theory applications to protein structures is to predict possible functionalities of proteins by carrying this procedure to motifs involving higher number of nodes. Subtle differences in apo-holo forms of a protein may lend clues as to how the distributions of motifs change by local perturbations.
We note that there is additionally a wealth of studies where networks are constructed not at the residue but at the heavy-atom level, using the non-bonded interactions as the basis. Network parameters closely related to C, called cliques (completely connected subgraphs), communities (connected cliques) and hubs (highly connected nodes) are used to evaluate interdomain communication for studying, e.g. allosteric propagation in methionyl tRNA synthetase complexes [26] , structure-function relationships in a serine protease family [27] .
Redundancy and collectivity
The extent of collectivity of motions in a protein depends on the propensity of its residues to locate alternative routes to function-related destinations such as the active site [28] . A first step toward combining local and global information to relate to protein function has been made by defining the redundancy index (RI) [29] . It is based on the idea that residues, which are prone to losing/gaining non-bonded interactions in their aqueous environment, must be robust to continue functioning. This robustness may be quantified for a pair of connected nodes, i and j, by the number of different ways of reaching j from i, should their direct interaction be lost momentarily. The number of such m-step paths may be denoted t m,ij , and local motifs will be reflected in this value; e.g. t 2,ij will be determined by triangles, t 3,ij by diamonds. Note that these motifs are calculated from powers of A. Average local robustness due to two-step paths from node i to all its j neighbors is
In general, one would expect all paths to nonbonded contacts to be effective on
RI may directly be related to the types of motions occurring in proteins. Using a network view, it has been possible to classify proteins according to the amount of overlap between modules to distinguish conformational change mechanisms [30] . As a first approximation, taking a 2 ¼ 1, it was shown that proteins with high average RI display complex motions that cannot be decomposed into a few dominant modes of motion [29] . Conversely, proteins that operate by, e.g. hinge-like motions, have low RI. In the latter case, high L and ability to generate locally only a few alternative routes ensure that the protein acts modularly. Once in holo-form, local structure along the interface of domains performing the hinge motion completely changes, modifying RI, as well as the types of motion experienced. It may thus be a fairly easy task to initiate the open ! closed transition, whereas the reverse may require high specificity. The ferric binding dilemma observed in bacterial transferrin is a superb example [31] , and the dramatic change in its modes of motion upon iron binding has been described in detail [32] . More recently, modularity has been implemented to describe the formation of long-range contacts during protein folding [33] .
INTRODUCING SPECIFICITY TO RNsçESSENTIAL SUBNETWORKS Separating essential and redundant parts of RN
Network representation of proteins introduces a convenient simplified view that crystallizes our understanding on many structure-related features. However, in certain problems, it becomes necessary to introduce specificity to the RN so as to account for differences observed in structurally similar proteins. For example, although topology by itself elucidates main folding events [33] and folding rates [34] [35] [36] , it would not distinguish folding rate differences between proteins of similar architecture, or mutants of the same protein. Describing the different folding mechanisms adopted by structurally very similar proteins such as protein G and protein L would also not be possible. Similarly, in folded proteins, adding specificity information into the model is required to understand allosteric mechanisms which rely on determining key residues situated along communication pathways [37, 38] . Interaction strength may be imposed on residue pairs by using distancebased force constants [39] , cutoff-free approaches [19] , number of atom-atom contacts [40] . Another approach is to assign weights to residue pairs via interaction energies using either knowledge-based potentials [15, 41] or standard non-bonded energies [42] .
Communication between functionally linked regions of a network of residues is controlled by the few residues frequently found along optimized paths connecting them [15] . Methodology employed is simple and computationally inexpensive: a protein structure is represented as an RN using r C as before; however, instead of assigning an equal value to all edges, they are weighted by amino acid pair potentials [43, 44] . The optimal path lengths operative under diverse perturbation scenarios were investigated for robust residue communication. Pathways along which the maximum weights are minimized (termed strong paths [SP] [45] ) were found to be descriptive of communication during extreme events such as allosteric control and binding. This is a kinetic viewpoint whereby the rate of signal propagation is determined along paths with the lowest barrier to be surpassed. Then, the question arises: is there an essential subnetwork in the structure that maintains key interactions even under extreme conditions? If such a network exists, then a homogeneous RN where only the essential interactions remains should display similar network properties to one with SP. By screening the weakest interactions, L of the remaining network is expected to get longer due to decreased number of connections. Node removal, instead of link removal, has also been used to quantify the robustness of RN [46] . In node removal, all contacts of a node disappear simultaneously; the connection to physical reality is weaker than link removal which relies on the dynamical loss and re-establishment of links in the fluctuating environment.
Redundancy in the proteins is such that, when ca. half the long-range contacts are screened, the system still has the same path length ( Figure 3A) . Removal up to this point may either be random or in succession starting from least cohesive interactions; the system always compensates for the loss of half of its non-covalent contacts. Upon further removal of contacts, the paths get longer; retaining only 20% of the strongest pairs which are mostly hydrophobic-hydrophobic contacts (see [44] ) mimics SP. However, retaining a random set of 20% of nonbonded contacts or ranked removal of >80% of the contacts is detrimental to the protein-like qualities of the network. These observations are paralleled by changes in other local and global measurables such as k, C and the lowest eigenvalue [15, 47] . Eigenvalue spectra also transform from that of a condensed-matter like, to a single polymer chainlike character at 80% successive screening [47] .
Thus, interactions in proteins may be represented as the superposition of the most cohesive, essential contacts overlaid by a redundant set. Lack of the former makes the network non-functional, whereas the latter ensures proper functioning under a wide range of perturbation scenarios. These are the source of both robustness of proteins toward overwhelming Figure 3 : (A) Optimal path length vs. ln N/ln K for RN generated in various ways. Shortest path length for homogeneous RN is labelled as ''full residue networks. '' L ¼ ln N/ln K for Poisson distributed random networks; random rewiring of non-bonded contacts; i.e. random coil model, reaches the lower bound with slope 1. Screening up to 50% of non-bonded contacts, either in succession from least cohesive interactions or randomly, has minimal effect on path lengths. Further removal of contacts in succession increases the slope, and reaches that of SP lengths at 80%. Eighty percent random contact removal has a detrimental effect on network structure. In all cases, only non-bonded contacts are removed and backbone is kept intact. (B) Sample protein (1BYB) displayed in actual three-dimensional structure (left), full RN (center) and essential subnetwork (right).
number of mutations and failure upon mutating a select subset of single sites [48] .
Intra-protein communication, a phenomenon fundamentally related to allostery and signaling, has been studied by various theoretical frameworks based on two distinct viewpoints: (i) a physically connected network of residues relate the correlated response of two distal sites or (ii) dynamic ensemble of structures sampled by proteins contribute to distal site coupling (see [49] and references cited therein). Discovery of evolutionarily coupled-conserved residues via statistical coupling analysis (SCA) supports view (i) [38, 50] ; engineering chimeric protein pairs with designed function by modeling the interface at conserved allosteric sites has thus been possible [37] . Although the idea of essential subnetworks directly supports the mechanical view (i), residues residing on SP may also alter fluctuation patterns in proteins [15] . They may thus contribute to the postulated site-to-site coupling through the purely thermodynamical view (ii) [51, 52] , because coupling of global and local vibrational modes results in amplification of allosteric signaling [53] .
Demonstrating allosteric communication pathways via essential subnetworks
Assuming communication between functionally linked regions of a network of residues is controlled by the few nodes found along uniquely constructed optimized paths, we compare SP approach with SCA findings for a representative of GPCR family (rhodopsin, PBD code 1L9H). We study the paths between positions Y136 and K296 using the JResNets service at http://midst.sabanciuniv.edu, which calculates and reports all possible SP between every pair of residues. Output is available as a downloadable file and selected pathways may be viewed as a Jmol applet ( Figure 4A displays sample output).
Y136 resides in the region undergoing structural change upon light activation in rhodopsin and K296 is a moderately conserved site forming a key determinant of ligand interaction in GPCRs; the latter is also one of the perturbed sites in SCA [50] . An allosteric communication exists between these remote sites $30 Å apart. The five-step-long shortest path connecting them dictates a direct passage between helices 3 and 7 ( Figure 4B ). There are three equivalent SP, each nine steps long. Path 1 ( Figure 4C ) utilizes M257 that is known to participate in activity, possibly through interactions with the conserved motif involving residues 302-306 on helix 7 [54] . Path 2 and path 3 only differ in their initial contacts with K296 ( Figure 4D and E). They both utilize residues F261-W265-Y268 in the center of the pathway. These residues are directly linked to the functioning of the protein: they control a cluster of aromatic retinal-binding residues; they also determine ligand specificity or receptor activation in several GPCR subfamilies [55, 56] . Both these pathways are accentuated in SCA, whereas they are bypassed in the shortest path. Thus, allosteric propagation pathways control the functioning of the protein by gating the transfer of information between the communicating sites.
A recently developed approach relates expected visiting times of residues to allosteric signal propagation [57] . Expected visiting times is calculated by a Markov random walk on a weighted RN. This method acknowledges that a simple path connected by a few residues is unlikely to describe an allosteric mechanism, a shortcoming of previous approaches that have used methods as diverse as RN subjected to vertex removal [46] , evolutionary information [38] and non-equilibrium molecular dynamics [58] . It instead accounts for the combinatorial and cooperative effects of multiple pathways. Similar to both SCA and SP, this approach locates the center for photoactivation of rhodopsin and the interhelical packing region on two alternative paths, pointing to the same link between allosteric control and function.
Another interesting example is provided by tyrosine kinases whose activation is controlled by a gatekeeper threonine residue [59] . Therein, a hydrophobic spine is postulated to coordinate communication between the gatekeeper and activation loop. We have studied several members of this family using the JResNets server, both in active and inactive conformations. We find that SP in active forms encapsulate hydrophobic spine residues, while in inactive forms, they trace longer paths whereby the hydrophobic spine is disrupted. For example, for the active form of chicken c-SRC (3DQW) where the gatekeeper is mutated into Ile for activation, SP between gatekeeper (T338I) and activation loop (Y416) are six-steps-long (residues renumbered to match those of [59] ); they are also the shortest paths. Most of these paths identify L328 and M317 as the first two steps of the network of residues connecting to the activation loop; in the human variant (1Y57) all paths contain them. Some paths in chicken c-SRC also contain F405. Mutagenesis studies on ABL kinase shows that glycine mutants of residues holding equivalent positions to M317 and F405 have completely abrogated kinase activity while that of L328 shows decreased phosphorylation levels [59] . On the other hand, the dismantled spine is stabilized by the L410 of the activation loop, which acts as a bipositional switch (see figure S5 of [59] ). L410 and/or I411 appear in all SP of the inactive form (2SRC) while they appear in none of the active forms. Moreover, kinase structure with the imatinib drug bound (1OPJ) shows that hydrophobic spine is dismantled by the drug, which is placed between the first three steps (T338-L325-M314) and the rest of the network.
There are further examples, at the atomic scale of analysis in addition to RN, where the concept of node removal and sub-optimal pathways were used to determine function-related sites that resist mutations, allosteric communication pathways, residues mediating coupling between recognition and activation, e.g. in pyrrolysyl-tRNA synthetase [60] and cysteinyl tRNA synthetase [61] . There are cases where findings have also been experimentally verified [61, 62] . Thus, information filtering will continue to be an active area of research in network theory [63] and will bring about additional descriptors for network characterization [64] . These and other developments [65, 66] will eventually uncover information propagation scenarios in a dynamical view of proteins and will contribute to modeling, forecast and control of conformations. 
Key Points
Topology of proteins is well represented by coarse graining their structure; physics-based choices must be made for the selection of both nodes and links. Interplay between local and global network parameters of RN is quantified by RI, determining the amount of modularity in the structure, in turn relating to collective dynamics of the protein.
A linear increasing trend between k nn and k is related through the number of triangular closed loops. The latter in turn is linearly related to four-edged closed loops and so on, thus building up the hierarchical structure in RN leading to robustness toward external perturbations. Interactions in proteins may be represented as the superposition of the most cohesive, essential contacts overlaid by a redundant set. Lack of former makes RN non-functional, while the latter ensures robust functioning under a wide range of perturbation scenarios. Future work on RN should clarify the link between network topology and protein functionality by providing systematic studies on different types of architectures and different types of function.
